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Flat to down day today; thus very little to add to yesterday’s update as I am unable to count any waves up off the 

SPX2438 low (waves need to be >10p for me to be able to qualify). There’s negative divergence on the hourly RSI5 

as price stayed flat. In addition, price has -so far- peaked right in the ideal target zone of SPX2464-2470. Question 

remains if all of minor-b is already done, or if we’ll see a minute-b down to SPX2455-2445 first, followed by a minute-

c. I am unable to answer this question at the moment as there’s simple too little price information available. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart. Minor-b of intermediate-a of major-4 underway preferred count. Minor-a at SPX2438 
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Price is back above the 50d SMA, but thusfar unable to surpase the 20d SMA and unable to close above the dotted 

orange long term trend channel: 2-1 for the Bears. However, the A.I. did give a non-ideal buy signal today, which will 

need confirmation tomorrow. Please remember that b-waves always give non-ideal buy signals (i.e. not all 3 colored 

TIs move up from <20 to >20 at the same time). But, all indices now have non-ideal buy signals. 2-2 for the Bears vs 

Bulls. The RSI5 is still above neutral, but the MACD remains flat and the MFI14 is still pointing down. Another win, 4-

3, for the Bears today. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Price back in an uptrend but still below 20d SMA. Initial non-ideal A.I. buy signal. 
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Market breadth ended lower than yesterday, and remains negative. The SPX-SI (summation index of the S&P500’s 

McClellan Oscilator (MO)) remains therefore on a sell (not shown). Figure 3A shows the NYAD, which also ended 

down today, and is thus far not able to move back its trendlines; signalling a down trend. The NYMO-VIX-SPX buy 

indicator, see Figure 3B and shown yesterday, completed step 3-of-3 for the “Sell the VIX, buy the SPX” signal and 

therewith all 3 indicators say “buy the SPX signal”. Objectively, this signbal needs to be honored, however, I am a bit 

suspect of the upside potential given the other charts and indicators analysed. 

Figure 3. A) SPX-SI remains on a sell. B) NYMO-VIX-SPX buy indicator: 3 out of 3 completed. 
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In conclusion: The preferred count continues to have a b-wave bounce underway to SPX2457-2478. Tody the 

NYMO-VIX-SPX indicator triggered a “buy the SPX” signal, and the A.I. buy/sell indicator turned to a non-ideal buy 

for the S&P500 today as well. But, the SPXSI and NYAD remain on a sell. Thus currently there are conflicting signals 

out there and I therefore continue to remain cautious about the current rally until proven otherwise. Especially 

since I am unable to count any sub-waves up off the SPX2438 low. The ideal b-wave targetzone remains at 

SPX2457-2478, and thus additional upside is still possible. In fact, b-waves are hard to predict before hand and 

can even retrace up to 138.2% of the prior a-wave when we’re dealing with a flat. We’ll simple have to wait and 

see until things clear up. Resistance remains at the 20d SMA and downtrend trendline: SPX2470. In the case of a 

subdividing minor-b wave, SPX2445-2455 should hold for minute-b, to be followed by minute-c to ideally SPX2475-

2485. A break below SPX2438 confirms minor-c is underway. 

A few more words, and a reminder, that tracking and trading a 4th wave is the most difficult thing to do for market 

forecasters and traders; respectively, as investor sentiment is, shall we say, confused. One day it’s the end of the 

world (e.g. nuclear war possibilities with North Korea), the next day all is fine again. Hence, please take profits 

quickly and when you have them. They can evaporate in the blink of an eye (and often overnight).  

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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